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THE 1♣ OPENING BID
 15 or more HCP or 8-1/2 tricks
 open 2 NT with 22-24

FIRST RESPONSE NO INTERFERENCE

1♦= 0‑7 HCP

1♥,1♠,2♣,2♦= 8 or more HCP's with at least a five card suit.  With 2 five card or 2 six card suits bid higher 
ranking first.

2♥,2♠= six card suit, 4‑7 HCP mostly in bid suit.

3♣,3♦,3♥,3♥= seven card suit; 4‑7 HCP mostly in bid suit.

1NT= 8‑10 balanced.

2NT= 11‑13 balanced.

3NT= 14‑15 balanced.

The impossible Negative: With 4‑4‑4‑1 distribution and 8+ HCP, (1)respond 1♦; (2) if partner rebids your 
singleton jump in NT; if partner does anything else jump in your singleton.

FIRST RESPONSE OVER A DOUBLE

 pass = 0‑7HCP and 4♣ min.

 1♦= 0‑7HCP's with less than 4♣‘s.

 Redouble = 8+ and two 4 card major suits.

 other responses same as no interference.

FIRST RESPONSE AFTER OVERCALL THROUGH 2S

double = 5‑8 HCP's positive response ‑ no good 5 card suit ‑. 
   

 pass = < 5 HCP

non‑jump new suit = 5‑8 HCP five card suit.

 jump new suit = 5‑8 HCP six card suit.

 1NT= 9+ HCP, unbalanced hand with a 6 card or longer suit  and likely a 2nd 4 card suit.
 Single jump NT = 9‑11 HCP with a stopper

 double jump to 3NT over 1♦,1♥,1♠ = 12‑14 HCP with stopper

   cue bid = 9 or more HCP with 2 suites of minimum 5‑5 distribution or 9+ balanced with no stopper.  Bid 
cheapest suit next round with 5‑5 distribution and cheapest notrump without a stopper.

 
FIRST RESPONSE AFTER OVERCALL OF 2NT OR HIGHER

 double = Penalty.

 non‑jump suit bids = 7+ HCP forcing to game.
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BIDDING AFTER 1♣ OPENING AND A 1♦ RESPONSE

 1NT = 15‑18 HCP's balanced hand
  responder's rebid:
   2♣= Stayman (alertable) (also use this bid to invite to 3NT or to 4 of a major with a good 7pts)
   2♦,2♥ = Jacoby transfer bids
   2♠ = Jacoby transfer bid to clubs   
   2N = Jacoby transfer bid to diamond
                                       Jump in a suit = impossible negative showing singleton.

 2NT = 19‑21 HCP's balanced hand.(not forcing)
  responder's rebid:
   3♣=Stayman.  Use Stayman with an impossible negative.
   3♦,3♥,3♠(transfer to ♣) = Jacoby transfer bids.

 3NT = 25‑26 HCP's balanced hand
  responder's rebids:
   do not jump with the impossible negative.
   4♣= Baron‑ bid 4 card suits up the line.
   4♦ or 4♥ = Jacoby transfers
   5♣ = super Gerber asking for aces.
 

 2♥,2♠,3♣,3♦ = 22 or more HCP's or at least 9 tricks and a long suit.  (forcing to game)
  Responder's rebids:
   non jump NT = 0‑3 points no more than 2 card support.
   single raise = 0‑3 points with at least 3 card support.
   jump raise = 4‑7 points at least 3 card support.
   non jump new suit = 4‑7 points at least a 4 card suit.(avoid weak suits)
   jump in NT = impossible negative in opener's suit.
   jump in new suit = impossible negative in bid suit.

 1♥,1♠,2♣,2♦ = 15‑21 points with suit bid
  Responder's rebids:

pass=0‑ 1 points.
   single raise = 2‑4 points, at least 3 card support.

   jump raise = 5‑7 points at least 4 card support.
   non jump new suit = 5‑7 points at least 5 card suit.(forcing)  With 3 card support for opener's suit, 

bid opener's suit next turn.
   non jump NT = 5‑7 points, no 5 card suit.  With 3 card support for openers suit, bid openers suit 

on next turn.
   triple raise to 4♥ or 4♠= 4 card support, a hand now worth more than 7 points.
   jump in new suit or NT= impossible negative.

BIDDING AFTER 1♣ AND A CONSTRUCTIVE 2♥,2♠,3♣,3♦,3♥, 3♠ RESPONSE
 Openers rebids:
  pass with no chance for game.
  raise to 3H,3S,4C,or 4D to invite.  responder bids game with maximum and passes with minimum.
  all game bids are signoffs including 3NT or game in responder’s suit.
  a new suit below game is natural and forcing.  responder raises with 3 card support, with poor support and 

max hand cue‑bid a new suit below 3NT or bid 3NT, with poor support and a min hand, rebid own suit.
  2NT over 2♥ or 2♠ is forcing, agrees on trump suit and asks 
  responder to bid a singleton or void.  If responder doesn't have, a rebid of his own suit is made.
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BIDDING AFTER 1♣ AND A POSITIVE RESPONSE

 Opener's rebids after 1NT:
  2♣= Stayman  (responders bids: 2D=4 hearts (could also have 4 spades), 2H=4 spades, 2S= no 4 card 

major, 2NT=min, 3C or 3D = bad 5 card suit, 3NT=max.
  2♦,2♥,2♠ = Forcing with good 5 card or longer suit.
  2NT=non forcing invitational to 3NT.
  3NT=signoff.
  4NT=non forcing invitational to 6NT.

 Opener's rebids after 2NT:
  similar to rebids after 1NT.

 Opener's rebids after 3NT:
  similar to rebids after 1NT except 4♣=baron (bid 4 card suits up the line).

 
 Opener's rebids after 1♥,1♠,2♣,2♦:
  Simple suit rebid = 5 card suit, forcing relatively unlimited
   responders rebids with minimum 8‑10 points:
   single raise openers suit.
                       no fit, rebid good 6 card suit.
   no fit rebid NT.
   new 4 card or longer reasonable suit.
   responders rebids with maximum 11 + points:
   similar to minimum bids above except jump the bidding.  (however with a relatively balanced hand 

don't pass the level of 3NT.

  Simple NT rebid = no 5 card suit, except for a possible weak 5 card minor.  relatively unlimited.  forcing.
   responders rebids with minimum 8‑10 points:
   simple club bid = exactly 8 points, no unbid 4 card suit, not forcing. Forcing to 2NT
   new 4 card or longer suit other than clubs.  forcing.
   rebid a 6 card or longer suit.  forcing.
   simple NT raise=9 or more points, forcing to game.
   responders rebids with maximum 11 + points:
   similar to minimum bids above except jump the bidding.(club bids are not special.)  Don't pass 

3NT with relatively balanced hand or poor second suit.

  Single raise = shows at least 3 trump.  Range is 15‑18.
  Jump raise=19‑21 points good support forcing to game.
   responders rebids:
   game in agreed suit = signoff.
   cue‑bid = feature showing slam try.

  
 Jump shift = solid 6 card or longer suit (AKQ10xx) and 19 or more points.  

   responders rebids:
   single raise = minimum 8‑10 points.
   cheapest NT = minimum 8‑10 points strength in all unbid suits.  cue‑bid = extra values and slam 

interest.  (responder need not worry about support as opener has promised a self sufficient 
suit.)

  2NT = 19 ‑ 21 HCP’s balanced.

  3NT = 16‑18 HCP's, no good five card suit, 4 card major, no void or singleton, all unbid suits stopped.  non 
forcing.

   responder's rebids:
   new suit = at least 5‑5, ask opener to select game in one of responder's suits.

  Jump raise to 4H or 4S= 15/16 points, no good 5 card or longer suit, at least 3 card support.
   responder's rebids:
   pass with little chance for slam; cue‑bid with excellent hand and good chance for slam.
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THE 2♦ OPENING BID

An opening bid of 2♦ shows 11‑15 HCP with a shortness in diamonds 4414, 3415, 4315 or 5404

The Precision 2♦ opening is a forcing bid. Responder has the following options.

2♥: Pass or raise with super hand.
2♠: Pass or raise with super hand.
2NT: Forcing to game requring opener to further describe his hand as follows:
• 3♣  shows 3415 distribution.
• 3♦  shows 4315 distribution.
• 3♥  shows 4414 with minimum hand
• 3♠  shows 4414 wth maximum hand
• 3N  shows 4414 maximum hand with A or K of ♦
• 4♣  shows 4405 with minimum hand
• 4♦  shows 4405 with maximum hand

The advantage to the system is the power of the short suit. The hand lends itself to a cross ruff.  Defenders should 
normally lead trump. 

THE 2♣ OPENING BID

 shows 10‑15 HCP's and a good five card or longer club suit.  If only five clubs you must have a four card major.

RESPONDERS BID

 2♥,2♠ = 8‑10 HCP's with five card or longer suit.  A signoff unless opener has max with support.

 2♦ = 11 or more HCP's conventional and forcing.  See below for 
 responses.

 2NT= 11‑12 HCP's, balanced hand.  Opener should pass with balanced minimum, bid 3 clubs with unbalanced 
minimum, bid 3NT or new suit with a maximum.

 3♣ = 8‑10 HCP's.  good 3 card club support.  invites opener to bid 3NT with a maximum. 

 3♥,3♠ = 14 or more HCP's, good suit, forcing to game.

         3NT = 13+ HCP’s and poor slam prospects, no major. Opener passes unless distribution is x‑x‑5‑6.

 4♣/5♣ = Preemptive. 

  OPENER'S RESPONSE TO 2♣/2♦

 2♥,2♠ = four card or longer suit, 10‑13 HCP's.

 2NT = six card club suit, stoppers in 2 of 3 side suits, 10‑13 HCP's.
 Responder can now bid 3♦ to ask which 2 side suits are stopped.  3♥ = ♥‘s & ♦‘s, 3♠ = ♠’s & ♦s, 3NT = ♥‘s & ♠‘s.

 3♣ = six card club suit, one side suit stopped, 10‑13 HCP's.  Responder can ask which suit is stopped by bidding 3♦.  
3♥=heart stopper, 3♠ = ♠ stopper,  3NT = ♦ stopper.

 3♦ = minor two suiter minimum of 6♣ & 5♦, always longer clubs.

 3♥,3♠ = four card suit, 14‑15 HCP's.

 3NT= solid 6 card club suit.

 4♣ = long (7+) broken club suit 14‑15 HCP's.
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2♣/OVERCALL OF 2♦,2♥ OR 2♠

 double = negative showing majors or other major 8‑10 HCP's.

 non jump suit bid = mild invitational game strength.

 jump suit bid = forcing to game.

2♣/OVERCALL OF DOUBLE
 redouble shows 11 or more HCP's and strongly suggest a penalty double.
         
 Jump suit bids are similar to weak two‑bid opening, non‑forcing
 
 all other bids are same as bids without interference including the 2♦ bid. 

 
 

THE 1♦ OPENING BID

  shows 10‑15 HCP's with a four card or longer ♦ suit.  (Do not open 1 ♦ with less than 4)

RESPONDERS BID

 1♥,1♠ = forcing showing 8‑15 HCP's.
  Openers rebids‑ with minimum 10‑13:
   raise responders major with 4 card support.
   bid 1♠ over 1♥.
   rebid 6 card or longer ♦ suit.
   rebid 1NT with balanced hand.
   rebid 2♣ with 4 or more ♣‘s & unbalanced hand.
  Openers rebids‑ with maximum 14‑15:
   jump raise responders major with 4 card support.
   bid a good new 4 card suit above level of 2♦ (reverse OK)
   jump rebid a good 6 card ¨ suit.
   jump to 3♣ with minimum 5‑5 distribution. 

 1NT= 8‑10 HCP no four card major.
  Openers rebids:
   raise to 2NT with 15HCP's.
   bid new suit with distributional hand not playable in NT.
   all other hands pass.

 2♣ =11‑15 HCP's usually no four card major.  Could have 12‑13 HCP's planning on bidding 3NT next opportunity
  Openers rebids‑ same as rebids to 2♦ as listed below.

 2♦ =11‑15 HCP's no four card major, at least 4 card ♦ support.
  Openers rebids‑ minimum 10‑13:
   2♥ = ♥ stopper no ♠ stopper.
   2♠ = ♠ stopper no ♥ stopper.
   2NT = stoppers in both majors.
   3♦ = no stopper in either major.
  Openers rebids‑ maximum 14‑15:
   3♥ = ♥ stopper no ♠ stopper.
   3 ♠=  ♠ stopper no ♥ stopper.
   3NT = stoppers in both majors.
   3♣ = no stopper in either major.
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 2♥,2♠ = 16 or more HCP's with good suit 
  Openers rebids:

   raise with 3 card or longer support to fix trump.  With poor support bid 3NT with a balanced  
minimum and otherwise bid a good new 4 card or longer suit or bid 3♦.

 2NT = 16 or more HCP's, no good five card suit.
  Openers rebids:
   3NT = balanced min.
   3♣ = unbalanced min.
   3♦ = balanced max.
   new suit = unbalanced max.

 3♣ = 16 or more HCP's with good ♣‘s.
  Openers rebids similar to over 2H,2S above.

 3♦ = signoff, weak hand with 5 card ¨ support.

 3♥,3♠ = Forcing raise with a stiff.

 3NT = 14‑15 HCP's balance hand with no four card major.

CHECKBACK STAYMAN (NEW MINOR FORCING) BIDDING

 1♦‑1♥‑1NT:
  All jumps are forcing.
  To invite or explore bid 2♣ (Checkback Stayman).
   openers rebids:
   2♥ = 3 ♥‘s
   2♦ = denial of 3 ♥‘s
 1♦‑1♥‑1NT‑2♣‑2♦:
   responders rebids:
   2♥ = Forces opener to bid 2♠, then 2NT by responder is invitational.
   2♠ = 4 ♠‘s & 5 ♥‘s, forcing.
   2NT= Invitational ♣ bid.
   3♣ = Sign‑off in ♣‘s.
   3♦ = Invitational raise.
   3♥ = 6 ♥‘s with invitational strength.

   For responder to sign off in clubs bid 2♣ then 3♣.

   For responder to invite in clubs bid 2♥ then 2NT over the forced 2♠.

   For responder to invite in NT raise 1NT to 2NT, which does not deny 5 ♥‘s.

 1♦‑1♠-1NT 
       1♦‑1♠‑1NT‑2♣
  All jumps are forcing.
  To invite or explore bid 2♣ (Checkback Stayman).
  openers rebids:
   2♦ = denial of spades or 4 ♥‘s.
   2♥= 4 ♥‘s.
   2♠= 3 ♠‘s.
    
  responders rebids:
   2♥ = Forces opener to bid 2♠.  Then 2NT by responder is invitational.
   2♠ = 6 spades, invitational.
   2NT = invitational club bid.
   3♣ = sign‑off in clubs.
   3♦ = invitational raise.
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RESPONDERS BID WITH COMPETITION OF 1♥ OR 1♠

 double = negative 8‑15 HCP's with four or more of other major.
 1♠ = 8‑15 HCP's with at least 5 ♠‘s.
 1NT= same as no competition, but shows stopper in enemy suit.
 2♣ = same as no competition.
 2♦ = 6‑10 HCP's tends to be competitive.
 2♥/1S = 11‑15 HCP's.
 2♠/1H = 16 or more HCP's good suit.
 2NT = 11‑12 HCP with stopper, non forcing.
 cue bid = 11‑13 HCP's with a stopper in enemy suit or 14+ if you subsequently bid a new suit later, but not 

necessarily a stopper.
 3♣,3♥ = 16 or more HCP's good suit.
 3♦ = 11‑13 HCP's without a stopper in enemy suit.
 3NT = 14‑15 HCP's with stopper.

RESPONDERS BIDS WITH COMPETITION OF DOUBLE

 one level bids same as no competition.
 2◊ = 6‑8 HCP's
 3◊ = 9‑10 HCP's distributional raise.
 2NT = 11‑13 HCP's solid limit raise.
 redouble = 11+ HCP's and suggest penalty may be in order.
 jump suit bids = 4‑7 HCP's 6 card or longer suit.  a sign‑off.
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THE 1NT OPENING BID

shows 13‑15 HCP's vulnerable and 12‑15 HCP's non‑vulnerable.  Balanced distributions of 4‑3‑3‑3, 4‑4‑3‑2, or 5‑3‑3‑2 
with a 5 card minor.  Hands of 11 HCP's and no suit should not be opened in any conventional system including precision.

RESPONDERS BIDS

 2♣ = 8‑11 HCP's non‑forcing invitational Stayman.
  Openers rebids-
   two of a four card major
   2♥ with two four card majors
   2♦ with no four card major. 
                                                 If responder has a junk Stayman bid at this point he will pass 2d with 5 or more.  He will
                                                 bid 2h showing 4 hearts and 4 spades minimum.  (opener then passes with 3h and 
                                                 bids 3s with 3s).  If responder has junk stayman hand with 4s and a 5 card minor he will 
                                                 bid 2s.  ( opener passes with 3s or bids 3c to find responders long minor)  All of these  
                                                 bids are weak and non forcing with no chance of game, perhaps blocking the opponents                                                                                                                                        
                                                 from finding their best spot.  Game is  out of the question with all of these bids by responder                                                                                                                                        
                                                 of the 1nt bidder.  2NT is invitational to game.  3h or 3s is a 5c suit invitational to game.   3c 
                                                 or 3d is also invitational to game with 5 or more cards in the suit bid.                  

 2♦ = 12+ HCP's forcing to game Stayman.  (special alert)
  Openers rebids-
   1st. priority is a 4 card major 2♥ with ♥‘s & ♠‘s.
   2nd priority with no 4 card major bid a 5 card minor.
   3rd. priority with none of the above bid 2NT.

 2♥,2♠ = signoff.  5 card or longer suit.

 2NT = 10+ invitational

 3♣,3♦ = signoff.  6 card or longer suit.

 3♥,3♠ = sets the trump suit and is a slam try. 
  Openers rebids-
  cue bid if interested otherwise bid 3NT or raise partners suit with 3 card support or honor X.

 3NT= signoff.

 4♣ = Gerber.

 4NT = invitational to 6NT.

 5NT = forcing to 6NT invitational to 7NT.

RESPONDERS BIDS WITH OVERCALL -2♣,2♦,2♥, or 2♠ (LEBENSOHL)

 double = 10 HCP's for penalty and invites partner to double a runout.

 2♦,2♥,2♠ = unconditional signoff.  partner must not bid.

 2NT = one suited signoff.  request opener to bid 3♣ and then you bid your suit.  If you could have bid your suit at the  
2 level this then becomes an invitational bid.

 3♣,3♦,3♥,3♠ = forcing to game.

 cue bid request opener to bid a four card major if he has one.  a subsequent 3NT bid shows a stopper.  The 
principal of slow shows a stopper and fast shows no stopper applies.

 3NT = values for game with no enemy stopper.  Opener must have stopper to leave contract or he may gamble that 
enemy suit is 4‑4.  This bid must be alerted.
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RESPONDERS BIDS WITH A OVERCALL OF DOUBLE (BROZEL RESCUE)

 2♣= ♣ & ♥ 's 4‑4 min

 2♦= ♦ & ♥ 's 4‑4 min

 2♥=  ♥ & ♠'s 4‑4 min

 2♠ = ♠ & a minor 4‑4 min

 2NT = minors 5‑5 min

PASS = forces partner to redouble or bid a 5 card minor suit, then bid your one suited hand if you like it better   
than your partners 5 card minor.  Naturally you pass in apparent distress if partner hit your 3 to 5 card minor.

REDOUBLE = 10+ HCP's and invites partner to double runout bids of the opponents if he has values in enemy run 
out.  1NT re‑doubled will happily be played.  Be alert for the opponents 1 suited conventional bids.

RESPONDERS BIDS AFTER PASSING AND THEN A BALANCING DOUBLE WHICH GETS LEFT IN:

Brozel rescue is on as above except that redouble shows a one suited hand and 1NT opener is forced to bid 2C or 
2D if he has a respectable suit, then responder bids his long suit or passes openers 2C or 2D bid.
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THE 1♥/1♠ OPENING BID

RESPONDERS BID

 Pass with 0‑7 HCP's

 2♥/♠ = 8‑10 suit points, 3 card support min.
  Openers rebids‑ any bid shows maximum & and a game try.

 3♥/♠ = 11‑13 suit points with four trump and a possible stiff.
 Openers rebids‑pass with min., bid cheapest bid to ask stiff.  responder bids stiff, or NT if stiff is the asking bid, or 

without a stiff he rebids his suit

 3NT = 14‑15 suit points, 3 card or more support, no singletons ‑ forcing ‑ .

Triple raise = 14‑15 suit points, max of 10 HCP's, 4 card or longer support.

 Simple new suit bid: Usually denies good support for opener's suit.  2 over 1 = 11‑15 points, good 4 card or longer 
suit (2H response to 1♠ = 5 card suit), forcing.  1♠ over 1♥ = 8‑15 HCP's 4 card or longer suit forcing.

  Openers rebid with minimum 11-13 HCP's:
   Raise responder's major
   rebid a 6 card or longer suit.
   bid a 4 card or longer suit below 2NT.
   bid NT as cheaply as possible.
  Openers rebid with maximum 14-15 HCP's:
   jump raise responder's major suit.
   jump rebid a good 6 card or longer suit.
   bid a good new 4 card or longer suit at the 3 level.
   raise responder's minor suit.
   jump to 3NT.

 1NT = 8‑15 points, forcing, use this bid with a balanced limit raise with only 3 card support by raising to 3 of major 
next bid.

  Opener's rebid with minimum 11-13 HCP's:
   bid new 4 card or longer suit below the level of two of openers first suit.
   bid a better 3 card minor.
   rebid original suit.
  Opener's rebid with maximum 14-15 HCP's:
   bid a good new 4 card or longer suit above the level of two of opener's first suit.
   jump rebid a good 6 card suit.
   raise to 2NT.

 2♠,3♣,3♦,3♥ = 16 or more HCP's, good 5 card or longer suit.  May have good support for opener's suit.
  raise with 3 card or longer suit; with poor support, bid cheapest NT with balanced minimum and otherwise bid a 

good new 4 card or longer suit or rebid original suit.

 2NT = 16 or more HCP's, no good suit.  May have good support for opener's suit.
  3NT = balanced minimum.
  3 ♣ = unbalanced minimum.
  rebid of original suit = balanced maximum.
  new suit = natural, unbalanced maximum.

 4♣,4♦,4♥,3♠ = Forcing raise with 4 trump and stiff in bid suit.
        always on if you can jump 1 or more levels.
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CHECKBACK STAYMAN (NEW MINOR FORCING) BIDDING

 1♥‑1♠‑1NT:
  All jumps are forcing.
  To invite or explore bid 2♣ (Checkback Stayman).
   openers rebids:
   2♠ = 3 spades
   2♦ = denial of spades
 
 1♥‑1♠-1NT-2♣‑2♦¨
  Responders rebids:
   Pass = sign‑off in diamonds.
   2♥ = Forces opener to bid 2♠, then 2NT by responder is invitational.
   2♠ = 6 spades invitational strength.
   2NT= Invitational club bid.
   3♣ = Sign‑off in clubs.
   3♦ = Invitational 6 card or longer ♦ hand.

  For responder to sign off in clubs bid 2♣ then 3♣.

  For responder to invite in clubs bid 2♣ then 2NT.

  For responder to invite in NT raise 1NT to 2NT, which does not deny 5 ♠‘s.

DEFENSIVE BIDDING

 Versus strong 1NT direct and pass out seat (Meckstroth):
  *  = shows a single minor or both majors; advancer bids 2♣, after which the intervener corrects to his actual  
   suit if a minor, or hearts if holding both majors.
  
  2♣ or 2♦ shows the bid suit and a major, as in DONT

  2♥ or 2♠ shows the bid suit.

  2NT shows the minors.

 Versus weak NT direct and pass out seat :
  * shows equal strength
  2♣ shows the minors.
  2♦ shows the majors
  2♥ or 2♠ shows the bid suit.
   
 Versus artificial club opening or diamond response:
  * = take out for the majors 4‑4 min.
  1NT = take out for minors 4‑4 min.

 Versus Flannery 2D opening bid:
  * = 16‑18 HCP's NT distribution.
  2NT = 5‑5 in minors
  2H = takeout.
  2S,3C, & 3D = natural.
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Versus unusual 2NT over Majors:
 * = want to penalize at least 1 minor.
 3C = limit raise in opened major.
 3D = invitational strength in major not opened.
 3 of major opened = is to play, sign‑off.
 3 of major not opened = equivalent to a weak 2 bid 6 card suit without support in partners suit.

Versus any suit opening at 1 level
 1. * = takeout
 2. 1NT = 15 ‑ 18 HCP enemy suit tends to be double stopped
     4 way transfers all seats, Stayman, Texas, 
 3. que bid = 2 suited hand “Michael’s” usually weak but may be
     very strong game going hand.
 4. Lebensohl responses to take out doubles of weak two bids.

Rosenkratz Redouble:
The conventions come into play when the auction has started with: (a) an opening bid by the opponents; (b) a direct 
overcall by partner at the one‑level; and (c) a bid or negative double (i.e. not a ‘Pass’) by the opener’s partner (the 
responder). Three cases follow: (1) if responder made a bid below two of opener’s suit, a ‘double’ by the advancer is a 
raise of the overcaller’s suit and promises a top honor Ace or King; (2) likewise, if opener’s partner doubles the overcall, 
a ‘redouble’ by the advancer has the same meaning; but (3) if, instead, the advancer makes a raise to the two‑level in 
overcaller’s suit, he denies possession of a top honor in that suit. A top honor is either the Ace or King.  Showing the top 
honor may allow the overcaller with a serrated holding to lead the suit safely; while denying the top honor (and thereby 
suggesting strength elsewhere) encourages the overcaller to lead a different suit. The use of this convention would be 
inconsistent with Responsive Doubles.[2


